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Alliance Engineers: First Do No Harm
They say disenfranchising iisteners

ICOMMENTARY

is no way to revitalize AM radio

BY JEFF LITTLEJOHN, MILFORD
SMITH & E. GLYNN WALDEN
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The AM Radio Preservation Alliance
in April told the FCC that some of its
AM revitalization proposals would be
a "potentially irreversible step toward
extinction" for most licensees on the
band. Given the importance of the topic,
Radio World invited the alliance to summarize its arguments for our readers.
The alliance consists of Alpha
Media, Bonneville, CBS, Cox, Cumulus,
Entercom, Family Stations, Grand Ole
Opry ( WSM), Greater Media, Hearst,
Hubbard, iHeartMedia, NRG, Scripps,
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Townsquare, Tyler Media and Tribune. The commentary was written by
iHeartMedia Executive Vice President
of Engineering & Systems Jeff Littlejohn; Greater Media Vice President of
Radio Engineering Milford Smith; and
E. Glynn Walden, CBS retired.
Radio World publishes and covers
various industry viewpoints; we welcome comments to the email address at
the end of the article.
Last October, the Federal Communications Commission adopted a number
of important and broadly supported
modifications to its AM radio rules,
acting on a longstanding promise to
help strengthen the long-struggling AM
band. As broadcast engineers with over
125 years of combined experience in
AM radio and as participants in the
(continued on page 6)
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Fig. 1: According to the authors, an impact study for WPHT(AM) in Philadelphia
shows that the interference level to the station would be triple the current levels, resulting in lost coverage to over 1.7 million people — " not in some distant
area, but well within metro Philly commuting distances, such as Trenton and
Wilmington."
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had said it would boost security
procedures " in tight of recent

Marci Burdick, NAB Executive Committee Member
and former Television Board Chair. NAB pressed
the FCC to address interference on the AM
band; it said intra-service interference is not
necessarily the biggest issue. ' Rather it is

incidences, both domestic and

manmade ambient noise caused by uninten-

global." It said there was no

tional and incidental producers of RF radia-

known threat. Designated

tion that often drives listeners away," the

entry/exit points and

NAB wrote in filed comments. It asked for a

increased rardom bag search-

thorough review of relevant Parts 15 and

es were part of the plan. The

18 rules, as well as a plan of enforcement.

Consumer Technology Association also tightened security at its
recent CES, also in Las Vegas.>
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When Publisher John Casey and Ilaunched
the Radio World Excellence in Engineering
Award program 12 years ago, we sought to
recognize recipients who represent the highest ideals of the U.S. radio broadcast engineering profession and reflect those ideals
through contributions to the industry. A secondary goal of mine is to recognize engineers
while they are having an ongoing impact on
our business and not necessarily at the conclusion of their careers.
I'm so proud of the people we've chosen,
and Iwas reminded of that as we saluted our
most recent honoree David Layer during the

Mike Starling (' 05), John Lyons ('06) and Jeff Littlejohn (' 08).
Not shown are past honorees Marty Garrison, Barry Thomas,

spring NAB Show. Many of our Excellence
alumni joined us, and we were able to grab
aquick photo before everyone went their

Gary Kline and Clay Freinwald. Thank you, alumni, for all
you do for our industry.

respective ways. Shown in the photo, from
left, are me, Milford Smith (2010 recipient),
RW Publisher John Casey ( obscured), sponsor Ashruf El-Dinary of DTS Inc./HD Radio,
Paul Brenner (2012), honoree David H. Layer,
Wayne Pecena (' 14), Andy Andresen ('04),

Separately, kudos to the NAB for choosing another welldeserving engineer, Andy Laird, to receive its NAB Radio
Engineering Achievement Award. He's shown far right,
accepting from NAB EVP/CTO Sam Matheny. If these pictures
leave any doubt, let me confirm for you that in 2016, the
annual spring show remains the place where the industry's
top engineers gather.
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the new Emergency Alert System
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Test Reporting System that it pians
to launch later this year, indud-
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ing sample user screens. The next
nationwide test of the EAS system
is set for fall and is being coordinated with the Federal Emergency
Management Agency using these
new guidelines. See them at http://
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tinyurLcom/rw-eas-forms.
At the NAB Show, David Layer,
senior director of the NAB's
Advanced Engineering Technical
Department, released findings
of a recent testing program to
determine the impact of all- digital
iStrrkphoto/RnReDeRa

signals on co- channel and other
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listening if stations on the U.S. AM
band migrate to all- digital A key
finding: " Interference concerns
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story ...
More news on page 8.
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ALLIANCE
(continued from page 6)

the severe, if unintended, consequences
of the FCC's proposals to also reduce
in-market interference protections for
Class B, C and D stations.
In fact, although the reduced interference protections for Class B, C and
D AM stations might yield some temporary benefits for some stations that
will be able to increase power (albeit
at a very significant cost for both new
equipment and in substantially increased
utility bills), the resultant co-channel and
adjacent-channel interference increases
will harm vastly more Class B, C and D
radio stations and their listeners. By our
calculations, for every one listener who
gains access to anew channel, more than
two would suffer new interference to
existing stations. However unintended,
this proposal cannot help but initiate an
AM interference arms race.
"Interference Arms Race" Will Lead
to Mutually Assured Destruction for All
AM Stations — Imagine this scenario
as an AM station owner: The proposed
rules go into effect, allowing your station
to increase power and reach more listeners, and you decide to take advantage of
them. You invest hundreds of thousands
of dollars into upgrading your station, and
each month thereafter swallow hard and
pay the monthly utility bill (which could
be up to 10 times what it used to be). But
your coverage is improved and you seem
to be getting traction in the marketplace.
All is going according to plan.
The problem is that you're now causing alot of interference to all of your AM
neighbors, so they decide to do the same
thing. They invest, they upgrade, they
increase power — and now they are all
interfering with your station. At the end
of this scenario, you and all of your competitors have all managed to spend enormous sums to upgrade your stations, but
each of you is now receiving even more
interference than before. Your listeners,
fed up with AM interference, tune out.
That's bad enough, but consider what
happens if your station can't make the
necessary investments to upgrade, but
your competitors on the dial do upgrade.
Here's what happens: Your coverage
shrinks, your listening audience shrinks
and your ratings tank. Revenue fares no
better, and you're no longer able to secure
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NEWS
the best programming. If ever there were
aformula for adownward spiral of AM
radio and its listenership, this is it.
Another case in point: The alliance
studied this scenario for WONE(AM)
near Dayton, Ohio. WONE is able to
achieve a substantial upgrade from 5
kW to 45 kW by adding atower, changing out its transmitter and upsizing all

system is hardened to withstand present
and future threats.
One need not be a national security infrastructure expert to understand
the critical and irreplaceable role radio
plays in warning Americans all across
the United States of impending natural
disasters and assisting them in coping
with their aftermath. According to a

Critical Hours, which coincide with morning and
afternoon drive, are consistently the most listened-to
periods for AM radio.
111111111111111
of its phasing equipment. This N likely
a $400-500K project that will take
over a year to complete, and while
additional coverage will be achieved,
the station's utility bill will increase
to nine times what it was. But 12 of
WONE's neighbors also can upgrade
power, some more, some less. The cost
of these upgrades and the associated
utility bills vary according to the amount
of the power increase, but it should be
very clear that a lot of money is being
invested by each of the stations involved.
However, the end result for WONE is
that the interference it causes to others
has increased by 2,300 percent — from
I95K to 4.6 million people — and the
interference it receives from others has
increased over 500 percent — from
300K to over 1.6 million people. The
consultants, equipment manufacturers
and utility companies all get rich, but the
station is one step closer to extinction.

IMPACT ON EMERGENCY ALERTING
If interference were only about
impacts on stations, that would be one
thing, but the FCC's proposal to reduce
or eliminate protections for Class A AM
stations — again, perhaps unintentionally — are cause for alarm because of
their impacts on the nation's Emergency
Alert and warnings systems.
The U.S. broadcast radio system,
including especially Class A AM stations, has been and continues to be the
backbone of our nation's Emergency
Alert System. Twenty-five Class A AM
stations are designated by the Federal
Government as Primary Entry Point
stations, serving as the primary source
of initial broadcasts of Presidential
Emergency Alert Notifications directly
from the White House Communications
Agency. They are an integral part of the
Integrated Public Alert and Warning
System, coordinating and communicating emergency alert information among
federal, state, territorial, American Indian and local public safety agencies. As
a nation, we have invested substantial
time and money to ensure that this

FEMA subject matter expert on alert
and warning systems, including IPAWS,
"Class A AM PEP stations are aunique
resource ... [as] many are equipped to
survive events ranging from solar flare to
aman-made EMP event, either of which
could damage the power grid or cripple
many alternative information sources ..."
Whether it be Hurricanes Katrina or
Sandy, devastating tornadoes in Oklahoma, Missouri, Alabama or Georgia,
or the recent and tragic flooding in
Houston, radio, especially the Class A
stations, is on the air 24x7 providing lifesaving information and guidance when
no other media can reach the impacted
areas. If these AM radio services become
less available to listeners as the result
of interference, it will create dangerous
coverage gaps in that vital part of the
emergency warning system. In this era
of vastly increased terroristic threats,
such emergency alerting and information providing capability has never been
so critical.

UNTESTED PROPOSALS
Ironically, in the name of strengthening the AM radio service, these FCC
proposals may cause it the most harm.

By targeting Class A AM stations with
particularly significant degradation, they
hurt the very stations that attract and
retain millions of AM listeners, serving as anchor stations in the same way
a major department store, an "anchor"
tenant, attracts shoppers to amall. These
are the stations that develop and produce
some of the most popular and diverse
programming available on AM radio
and have the financial resources to promote innovation, attract and retain new
talent, and provide the staples of news,
weather, sports and entertainment upon
which so many Americans rely, all for
the cost of aradio receiver.
The tradeoff that the commission
appears to be offering is strengthening
lower-power and daytime AM radio
stations. But this is a false tradeoff.
Not only will it fail to yield its desired
result of helping smaller stations, it
will weaken the stations currently and
historically supporting AM listenership,
not to mention disenfranchise millions
of AM listeners along the way. In fact,
far more Class B, C and D stations are
likely to be harmed by these proposals
than will be helped because they, too,
will be subject to new interference. And
if listeners are tuning away from the
AM band altogether, the increased listenership these stations hope to attract
would be quickly proven to be illusory.
The FCC took several prudent and
reasonable steps to strengthen AM radio
last year, especially by making it easier
for AM stations to expand their listenership through access to FM translators.
The commission should give those solutions time to work. There is absolutely
no reason to rush ahead with untested
proposals that could cause significant
harm to our strongest AM stations, to
our national alert infrastructure and to
millions of AM listeners.
Comment on this or any story. Email
radioworldenbmedia.com with "AM
revitalization" in the subject field.

NEWSROUNDUP
Former U.S. Senator Conrad Burns passed away at 81.
The three-term Republican senator had abackground in
broadcast; during his time in the Senate, he was considTeg
ered asupporter of the broadcast industry....
After reaching the billion- dollar mark in total revenue
Conrad Burns
last year, Pandora reported an increase in its first quarter
revenue compared to Q1 last year. Total consolidated revenue was $ 297.3
million, a29 percent growth year-over-year. It said total listener hours grew
4percent while number of active listeners was level to ayear prior....
Technology supplier International Datacasting Corp. should soon have a
new parent. IDC will merge with another Canadian firm, Novra Technologies. The transaction is expected to close by June 15. IDC earlier had an
agreement to sell its product portfolio to Pico Digital but IDC shareholders
later rejected that deal....
ASCAP said its domestic revenue was arecord $716 million in 2015, and
that combined domestic and foreign revenues topped $1billion for the
second year in arow.
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PowerPoint graphics and text do not read well up on
the " big screen." John Cone of Alaska Public Broadcasting was prepared at the Public Radio Engineering Con-

LPFM or Translator?

ference. No details escaped his eagle eye and 40- power
binoculars from the back of the room. Well done, sir! Y
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A 300+ turned out for the 21st Nautel User Group
meeting. The traditional gathering moved to the
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SCMS saluted its founder and president,
Bob Cauthen, third from left, to celebrate
his company's 40th anniversary. He's with
NewBay Video/Broadcast Group Executive
Vice President Carmel King, Radio World
Editor in Chief Paul McLane and Radio
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Get More From Your Tower Re-Lamp
These tips and tools help climbers correct
minor issues during anormal re- lamp job

I

WORKBENCH
by John Bisset
Read more Workbench articles online al radicnvorld.com

Chuck Weber is chief engineer for
White River Broadcasting in Columbus,
Ind., and principal of Weber Climbing
Services.
From rock climbing in his younger
years, to a side step into tower climbing when he left active duty in the
U.S. Marine Corps in 1988 and began
working as atwo-way radio technician,
through his present position as chief
engineer in southern Indiana for the
last 15 years, Chuck has been doing or
supervising tower work of various kinds
for decades.
Chuck writes that he's constantly
asked his opinion about various tower
companies. With avendor only as good
as its climbers, he refrains from recommendations, but passes along information about adding value to a standard
tower re-lamp job. His tips can save
stations thousands of dollars; he now
shares those tips with Workbench readers. If your re-lamp job is only that,
you're losing money — or at least an
opportunity.
Admittedly there is quite adifference
between a sole proprietorship, such as
his own weekend gig, and alarge tower

company that schedules your job within
each traveling circuit through the area.
But with a little small talk and a free
lunch, Chuck finds that even crews

issues during a normal re-lamp. The
kicker: The task doesn't create significant extra weight, work or time for
your climber. Most things can be done
quickly and easily during the frequent
rest stops on the way up and/or down
the tower.
Some situations will be restricted by

Fig. 2: Your climber might also spot a
broken ground kit.
Fig. 1: A cracked antenna harness is visible in the foreground of this image taken
during are- lamp visit.
climbing for the big dogs will give
you some added benefits during your
re-lamp.
If you supply asmall canvas tool bag
(don't forget the convenient carabiner
clip) and the items listed below, this
extra effort can pay off, especially if
your climber finds and corrects minor

the climber's knowledge and experience, but most involve only commonsense repairs. Even if temporary, they
can gain you time for permanent fixes
before a failure occurs, such as the
cracked two-bay antenna harness pictured in Fig. 1 or the broken ground
strap in Fig. 2.

YOUR ULTIMATE

SUPPLY 8t SERVICE SOLUTION

Chuck's personal re-lamp tool bag
contains a two-way radio and a cellphone; the latter is a backup for the
radio. Never underestimate the importance of quick, easy verbal contact,
even if it's just for calling for power
to check that all bulbs are operational.
Two-way communication is also asafeguard against possible physical problems experienced by the climber.
Every re-lamp should include avisual inspection. It doesn't take anything
extra except the attention of the climber.
Make sure you have it! The cellphone
doubles as a camera for documenting
problems being corrected or that may
need attention soon. It's your single
most beneficial tool.
Chuck's third item for the bag is
quality electrical tape. Choose multi-use
tape, "the duct tape of the tower world."
This precious addition can make the
difference between asimple repair now
or an early and expensive failure later.
The fourth item is Aquaseal. This
urethane repair adhesive/sealant, coupled with electrical tape. can save you
(continued on page 15)
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The new PRSS MetaPub Platform will integrate enhanced
visual features and information from certain public radio
programming into the NextRadio app. Shown from left
are American Public Media VP/CTO & Head of Music
Services Nick Kereakos, NextRadio President Paul Brenner
and NPR Distribution VP Michael Beach. el>

Y Winners of the Crystal Radio Awards for community service were
KNDE(FM) College Station, Texas; KNX(AM) Los Angeles; KPRS(FM) Kansas
City, Mo.; KRLC(AM) Lewiston, Idaho; KTAR(FM) Phoenix; WCCO(AM)
Minneapolis/St. Paul; WW1(AM) Detroit; and first-time recipients WBAB(FM)

•10111,0811.111A

,

Long Island, N.Y.; W1BR(FM) Wilmington, Del.; and WRLT(FM), Nashville,
Tenn. The sixth Crystal Heritage Award went to WTMX(FM) in Chicago.

A If you coop up engineers for too long inside,
expose them to atightly formatted, informationpacked agenda ( like the two days of the Public
Radio Engineering Conference) and then expose
them to sunlight, strange things can happen.
WFAE's Jobie Sprinkle ( left), immediate past
president of the Association of Public Radio
Engineers, and KAXE's Dan Houg, its current
president, celebrated a break.
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WORKBENCH
(continued from page 12)

from an early failure on many fronts
— from replacing a poor or missing
STL connector weather seal to stuffing
in apoorly fit wire entry to afixture or
junction box as seen in Fig. 3.
A fifth consideration is a three- to
five-foot coiled length of #14 solid conductor THHN wire. Rarely does Chuck
do a re-lamp where there's not a section of coax hanging loose as seen in
Fig. 4. The wire also can be used to
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repair missing retainer clips on sidelamp domes temporarily. That's just a
couple of uses for copper tie wraps that
can be cut to length as needed. Even if
the problem is with a renter's cable, it
can save you from dealing with additional climbs by other entities and the
possibility of amisplaced boot. (Chuck
has had a lot of climbs precipitated by
the "carelessly misplaced boot.")
A misconception is that commonly
used black UV plastic tie wraps for
small coax will not fail. Even the big
heavy duty/UV variety will break eventually. When one does, expect a cas-

cading effect on the other tie wraps.
Copper tie wraps last virtually forever.
Chuck likes to include a multi-tool
and screwdriver combo in the bag.
Obvious uses include tightening cable
clamps or electrical connections and
removing the base of abroken bulb.
Remember to order and supply extra
bulbs, at least one beacon and one sidelamp. Even new bulbs sometimes fail
upon power up — or can be bad out of
the box! You want acomplete re-lamp
with new bulbs, no old ones left in
place because a new bulb failed. Old
bulbs can be shelved for future use. The

expense of additional bulbs is cheap
insurance for acomplete re-lamp.
Thanks to Chuck for these practical
tips.
Contribute to Workbench. You'll
help your fellow engineers and qualify
for SBE recertification credit. Send
Workbench tips to johnpbissetegmail.
corn. Fax to (603)472-4944.
Author John Bisset has spent 46
years in the broadcasting industry and
is still learning. He handles West Coast
sales for the Telos Alliance. He is SBE
certified and a past recipient of the
SBE 'sEducator of the Year Award.

A AKIS SYSTEMS INC.

'ALL' Arrakis Consoles

are n"ADIP !!!

under
MOO

ARC-10BP
$2,599*

Fig. 3: Aguaseat and multi- use electrical tape can provide atemporary
repair for an antenna heater cable.

DANTE
enabled

SIMPLE-IP
Simple-IP is aone rack unit AolP box using the world standard DANTE ethernet AolP protocol.
It is plug and play with CAT5e wiring to all Arrakis ARC or MARC series consoles, And Simple-IP isn't just a
proprietary AolP solution, it is plLg and play with more than 000 products from over 200 other manufacturers from mics to speakers. For under $ 1,000 per studio, you too can be AolP from the world leader !

Simple-IP solves wiring problems in old and new facilities alike I!!

Better by Design...
W W

Fig. 4: Unsecured coax blowing in the
wind eventually will fail.

.arrelcis-systems.co

Console list price... add Simple-IP for $999
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The Evolution of LX Radio Control Console

Any Way You Want it

Wheatstone's new LXE console brings control surface configuration to a

ConsoleBuilder software allows every switch on the surface tc be

new level. Going far beyond the usual any source to any fader" network

programmed for function, mode, and even color (switches are RGB lea

concept. the LXE is afully flexible control interface, where every switch

illuminated). In fact, built-in software allows every button to be scriptable,

and rotary control is programmable to perform any desired function.

letting you create powerful macros for as many controls as you want. Multiple

This means console architecture is completely customizable to client

full color OLED displays on each panel keep pace with ongoing operations, and

requirements, and limitations to functionality are no longer afactor.

event recall allows painless one touch console reconfiguration at the press of

Physically compact. the LXE is available in several different form factors

abutton. With its inherent control flexibility and abilityto access thousands of

including countertop, countertop sunken, and split frames (split sections are

signals (sources and destinations are limited only by the size of the network)

not confined to one room, they can actually be in different studios).

the LXE takes facility work flows and audio control to anew level.
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The World At Your ( Motorized) ringertips

All New Graphical User Interface

The LXE can have up to 32 physical motorized faders, with full DSP

LXE's new GUI is has ire- built screens fog everything you normally

processing available on all 32 channels. Surface(s) interface seamlessly

use - metering, clocks, timers, dynamics, EQ, assigns, and more.

into the WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network, and utilize aLADE-3s for audio,

All are touch-screen accessible with gestures you're used to using

control and associated logic data flowiqg onsingle CAT éinterconnecting

on your smart devices. And, the GUI is just as customizable as tie

cables. The system can ingest and convert virtually all audio formats: anafog,

LYE surface. Using our ScreenBuilder-LXE software, you simply

microphone, AES/EBU, SPDIF, Aol RMADI, SDI and even AES67. Loudness

drag and drop objects and define their functions via asimple

metering, phase control, and full EQ/Dynamics are included.

wizard interface. You can store multiple custom screens, if you like,
to go with your custom LXE setuos.

THE ALL NEW LXE BROADCAST AUDIO CONSOLE

BROADCAST AUDIO PER=ECTIONISTB.
phone + 1-252-638-7000 Iw,heatstone.com Isales@Wheatstone.com

NAB Show in Pictures

LED Obstruction Lightingl

n

World's Tallest
TrRujlder

A Richard Rivers of Dialight is proud as punch of the new medium- intensity
LED beacon and marker controller. A lot of stations are revisiting lichting
requirements to save money or to comply with " Rev G," the latest revision of
the TIA 222 Standard " Structural Standards for Antenna Supporting Structures

It was the

and Antennas." LED lighting is being considered for both medium- and high-

first spring
NAB Show for DIS Inc.
since it acquired HD Radio. On display were a 2016 Subaru Legacy and

intensity structure lighting. At 10 percent of incandescent operating costs, it
makes sense. The new controller can work with Dialight fixtures or others.

Toyota Camry. The company talked about the rollout of HD Radio- enabled
cars, integration with DIS premium sound products, and new monitoring

41111Mosetey Associates showed

gear to assist stations with time and Level alignment. It teased FM+ technol-

a new multiplatform IP and

ogy to promote capabilities of an " enhanced radio experience" on mobile

RF STL family, the Malibu X5

devices globally. The company also recently told the FCC that the expanded

(fitting product name for a

portion of the AM dial would be a good place for industry to introduce all-

California company, don't you

digital broadcasts to the band.

think?). Also, working with
Omnia and Nautel, Moseley
demonstrated new Micro MPX
coding technology for highly
rate- reduced STL data over
standard STL links. Sunil Naik,
Bill Gould ard Matthew Coon of
Moseley Associates relaxed just
before the show opened.

ifamminme

a
echa Netwukus a.
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A CBS Radio COO Scott Herman received the Ward
L. Quaal Leadership Award from The Broadcasters
Foundation, which distributes aid to members
of our industry who have lost their livelihoods
through catastrophic event, debilitating disease or
unforeseen tragedy. From left: CBS Radio President
Andre Fernandez; Beth and Scott Herman; foundation Chairman Philip J. Lombardo.

A The Media Networking Alliance highlighted AES67
interoperability among 27 networked components
operating with Ravenna, Dante and Livewire AolP transports. Shown are MNA's Jessy Lynn and Kevin Gross.

In 1996, Stephen Turner, left, and
Richard Gross founded AudioScience " to
provide high-level design and manufacturing solutions to strategically targeted areas of the digital audio reseller
market." At the spring show they celebrated 20 years in business.

Interoperability was demonstrated among devices
from ALC NetworX, ARG Electrodesign, Digigram,
DirectOut, Focusrite, Genelec, Lawo,1`.1einberg, Merging
Technologies, NTP Technology, Solid State Logic, Studer,
Telos Systems and Yamaha. Gross added,

We are dem-

onstrating audio interoperability first and foremost, but
we are also demonstrating interoperability of discovery
and connection management."

,

More # 1stations use Omnia than any other processor.

Rise above the noise with a signature sound that jumps off the dial.
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WKSU Chooses Audio-Technica Mies, Headphones
AT2020USB+ microphones

We coupled the Audio-Technica
AT2020USB+ with an On- Stage
DS300B microphone stand, using
the mount adapter included with the
microphone, to provide height adjustment in a compact desktop stand.
This microphone has one USB cable
(included) and installs in seconds
with no extra software drivers or
other complexity. After a few clicks
to change the computer audio input/
output settings, this microphone is
ready to go. Training a reporter to
use the AT2020USB+ takes about
10 seconds; there's nothing difficult
here. It's amicrophone without all of
the fuss.
As part of our desktop equipment
Amanda Rabinowitz, WKSU " Morning Edition" host and assistant news
upgrade we also chose Audio-Techdirector, uses the Audio-Technica AT2020USB+ cardioid condenser USB
nica ATH-M40x headphones, which
microphone and ATH-M40x professional monitor headphones at her desk.
complement our desktop microphone
discovered that adding an analog mixer, upgradand recording setup. After testing a variety of headed broadcast-quality sound card, acceptable-quality
phones from Audio-Technica and other manufacturers,
microphone and cabling, along with incidental required
our reporters found that the ATH-M40x provided a
equipment, completely destroyed our limited budget.
clean, solid and true sound for voice editing. They are
Adding all of this equipment at each desk also filled up
comfortable, lightweight and durable while providing
the workspaces with equipment that would significantgreat isolation. Having two detachable headphone cables
ly diminish available countertop workspace — one of
to choose from (one straight, one coiled) is an awesome
our primary reasons for moving to the new newsroom.
feature, especially for any engineer that's ever had to
We were able to find the solution in the Audio-Techshorten or "fix" aheadphone cable that's been run over
nica AT2020USB+ cardioid condenser microphone.
by arolling desk chair dozens of times. The compressed
This little device packs in the features we required at
length of the coiled cable is perfect for our desktop
each desktop in one little stand-mountable microphone.
workstations.
It's ahigh-quality, easy-to-use, broadcast-quality microThe Audio-Technica AT2020USB+ and ATH-M40x
phone, coupled with asound card ( headphone out) and
are agreat fit for WKSU. I'm fully confident that our
zero-latency monitoring capability, ready to work out of
reporters are more efficient and capable as aresult of
the box. This microphone is solid. You could pound nails
this gear. Ican't speak highly enough for the ease of
with it. Unlike many USB/computer desktop microinstallation and quality of these products.
phones that are made out of plastic, the AT2020USB+
For information, contact Audio-Technica in Ohio
at ( 330) 686-2600 or visit wvvw.audio-technica.com.
does not feel like acheap toy.

and ATH-M40x headphones
chosen for news facility refurb

USERREPORT
BY DAN KUZNICKI
Systems Administrator
WKSU(FM)
KENT,OHIO — WKSU(FM), Kent State University's
National Public Radio news and classical music public radio station, recently completed acomprehensive
newsroom renovation and relocation within our facility,
adding significant space and capacity while modernizing our technical capabilities and workflow.
For years, our news staff grew but our space did
not, forcing reporters (and student interns) to share tiny
cubicles in asmall room. During the planning process
we queried our reporters and news team for suggestions
of features, upgrades and technical adjustments they
desired in the new space. Topping the list was arequest
for the ability to do more audio production work from
desktop workstations, eliminating the need for studio
time for simple tasks such as capturing quick telephone
interviews for soundbites (using our Telos VX phone
system and associated software), quick voice-tracking,
recording for edits and adjustments to stories in progress and similar capacity additions.
USB SIMPLICITY
The new WKSU newsroom space has nine reporter
workstations, along with an office for the news director and three "touchdown" stations for interns, students
and guests to share as needed, creating a total of 13
equipped spaces.
While evaluating how to accomplish recording/
microphone capabilities at these desktops, Iquickly
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The Flexiva Oasis is a hgh-value
standalone audio console for on- air and
radio production applications. Simply
connect microphones, source equipment
and audio monitors directly into the
Flexiva Oasis console and be on the air.
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Flexiva Oasis allows facilities to
cost-effectively and easily migrate from
analog to digital whenever they're ready. In
addition to capabilities for all necessary
audio and logic components, Flexiva Oasis
provides both analog and digitw outputs
enable facilities to connect to modern
STLs and studio infrastructures.

*this is for the 8-channel
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Coll SCMS for more information

Latin America
760-650-1427

West Coast
818 398 7314
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North Central
573 4783737
Central
315-623-7655

Mid-West
8444364327
Southern Gulf
866 205 6905
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North-East
315 623 7655
TV and Video Products
702466 4194

Pro Audio/South -East
877-640-8205

Mid -South
877 391 2650

Bradley Division
800-732-7665
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Blue Mo-Fi Headphones Satisfy KBRE
Headphones offer passive mode and abuilt-in audiophile amp

IUSERREPORT
BY CHRISTOPHER MORENO
Assistant Program Director
KBRE(FM)/KTIQ(AM)
MERCED,CALIF. — Ihave always been afan of Blue
Microphones. I've used many models throughout my
recording career and had great results. The craftsmanship and simplicity of their designs are functional and
beautiful.
The company's Mo- Fi headphones definitely fall
into that category. Ihave to admit, at first. Iwas a bit
skeptical about the idea of Blue headphones, as Ihad
never used or seen their headphones.
Ihave worked in radio for over 10 years and my
headphones are a crucial component of my day-today activities. Ihave to wear them for hours at atime;
they have to be accurate and comfortable, as well as
functional.
As a recording engineer, Iknow how important it
is to have headphones that reproduce the sound accurately with no tricks, filters or DSP. The passive mode
on these headphones is true analog passivity and helps
me review my sound files on Adobe Audition with no
filters, just true sound. They are great reference headphones when in passive mode, and are so comfortable I

honestly forget Ihave them on at times.
The supple leather earcups are actually shaped like
ears ( what a concept!) and provide superior isolation
and minimal sound bleed. The four- point adjustable
arms on the headphones can dial in a custom fit. The
only thing Ihad an issue with was the adjustable tension wheel on the headband, sometimes it would get
locked up or spin freely and disconnect from the frame.
Ilove the lightweight metal frame and the light that
lights up when you turn on the built-in audiophile amp,
it gives them areally cool vintage glow.
What sets these headphones further apart for me
is the built-in 240 mW amplifier. It does not distort,
but enhances the listening experience, especially on
devices that play lower- quality files like MP3s. Ilike to
record my commercials and segments in passive mode
for true audio reference, then switch it over to "On mode when Itake my files on my laptop or phone to
hear my finished files with some audiophile- quality
bass and texture. These headphones give those lowerquality files a much needed boost that lets me know
how it would sound on my home or car stereo.
So basically these headphones are the last headphones I'll ever need. Ican use them for reference with
no filters or DSP when Irecord in the studio, and give
my files a much needed audiophile boost when Itake
them on the road or play them through another device. I

TECHUPDATES
PRESONUS ERIS MONITORS USES MTM DESIGN
PreSonus says that its Eris E44 and E66 two-way active MTM studio monitors deliver an
expanded frequency range and the widest stereo field in their class, thanks to their nested
midwoofer-tweeter-midwoofer ( MTM, also known as " D'Appolito") design. The result is a
more consistent listening experience on- and off-axis, company says.
The Eris E44 and E66 nested MTM configuration incorporates dual Kevlar low/mid drivers
(4.5- and 6.5- inch, respectively) operating in parallel and covering the same frequency range
so that they acoustically couple. This effectively creates a larger woofer to provide a more
dynamic output than
conventional two-way
studio monitors. Nesting
a 1.25- inch, silk-dome,
high-frequency driver
between the two woofers
minimizes phase displacement to improved spatial
resolution and awider
sweet spot.
Eris E44 and E66 monitors provide the tools and
flexibility needed to suit
various mixing environments, yet they are compact enough for small radio station produc-

love being able to use these headphones with my tablet
or phone and make those audio files sound like I'm
back in the recording studio listening to my monitors.
The Blue Mo- Fi headphones offer a versatility and
quality that sets them apart.
For information, contact at Blue Microphones in
California at ( 818) 879-5200 or visit www.bluemic.

NUMARK HIGHLIGHTS
RED WAVE CARBON
DJ equipment maker Numark
says it developed the Red Wave
Carbon because many headphones designed for professional use fall short in terms
of being able to combine
the elements of great
headphones.
Red Wave Carbon,
it says, combines those
attributes: full- range
frequency response,
ear pads for long-lasting comfort, swiveling
ear cups for convenient
monitoring and adetachable
cable with 1/8- inch adapter for use
with most equipment.
The drivers are 50 mm with neodymium magnets compared
to the more common 40 mm headphone driver size. This gives
the Red Wave Carbons adeeper bass response. When combined

tion studios. By bringing the midrange drivers together and raising the HF driver, the E44
and E66 are able to perform optimally in either horizontal or vertical orientations.

with high-temperature/high-power voice coils, the effect is one
of effortless aural authority, where nuances are reproduced with

A three- position Acoustic Space switch helps compensate for the boundary bass boost
that occurs when the monitor is placed near awall or corner. High and mid- range acoustic

detail and accuracy, Numark says.
Extra consideration was paid to comfort and convenience. The

tuning controls help to mitigate room problems. A low-cut filter makes it easy to integrate a
subwoofer. The connections consist of individual balanced XLR and 1/4- inch TRS and unbalanced RCA input connectors. Safety features include RF shielding, current- output limiting,

ear pads are a breathable protein- leather material, which stay
comfortable and cool with no " sweating" during extended use.

over-temperature protection and subsonic protection.
For information, contact PreSonus in Louisiana at ( 225) 216-7887 or visit vvww.

The cable is detachable. As afinishing touch, acustom carrying
pouch is included to store trie headphones, cable and adapter.
For information, contact Numark in Rhode Island at (401)

presonus.com.

658-3131 or visit www.nurraark.com.
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MICROTECH GEFELL INTRODUCES
NEW BROADCAST MICROPHONE

ALESIS ELEVATE 6RISES ABOVE

Microtech Gefell has recently introduced one of those rare
gems, a new broadcast microphone.
The MD 300 is atop- address dynamic with acar-

The Elevate 6 is an active biamplified studio monitor
that Alesis highlights for its flat frequency response,
clear stereo imaging and excellent transient response
for professional mixing and monitoring.
It is equipped with a6.5- inch woven Kevlar lowfrequency driver, 1- inch natural silk dome tweeter with
ferrofluid cooling and dual Class A/B amplifiers. The company says the Elevate 6delivers high-powered sound that
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stays accurate and clean across awide frequency range.
The Class A/B amplifiers, 50 watts to the LF driver and 25 watts to the HF
driver, offer generous clipping headroom compared to Class D digital amplifiers.
Its enhanced elliptical waveguide widens the sweet spot for aconsistent, stable
stereo image and enables asound engineer to make adjustments to the mix that
translates on any playback system. The baffle edges are " radiused" to reduce
edge diffraction. Alesis says the result is clean transparent sound that delivers an
accurate representation of the original program material.
Elevate 6comes with an onboard HF- and LF-trim switches, giving the user a
professional reference monitor setup that adapts to various production environments. With —2dB, 0dB, and + 2dB settings, sound technicians can adjust Elevate
6to fit the acoustics of any size of room or studio, especially when it's situated
close to astudio wall. A balanced XLR+1/4-inch combo input and an unbalanced
RCA input connect Elevate 6to various types of audio equipment. Elevate 6 is
ERP-compliant and has an automatic shut-off feature that powers down the
monitor when it is not in use.
For information, contact Alesis in Rhode Island at (401) 658-3131 or visit
www.alesis.com.

KRK LAUNCHES GENERATION 3ROKITS
Speaker specialist KRK has released Generation 3of its familiar, yellowwoofered Rokit line of monitors.
The company says the new Rokit 4 G3 is its first 4- inch monitor designed for
the broadcast community on the go or in remote setups. It is a powered studio
monitor featuring a 1- inch soft dome tweeter and 4- inch glass-Aramid composite

dioid pattern. Its frequency response has been
"optimized for intelligibility" with a2dB
bump at 2kHz- 8 kHz.
Microtech Gefell specs the mic at 50
Hz- 16 kHz. Internally it has an elastic capsule suspension to handle noise so it can
also double as ahandheld microphone.
For information, contact Microtech Gefell in
Germany at 011-49-36649-882-0 or visit www.microtechgefell.de.

SENNHEISER, APOGEE OFFER
MK 4DIGITAL FOR USB AND IOS
The Sennheiser MK 4 digital connects directly to
iOS devices, Mac and PC computers using Apogee
Electronics A/D conversion and mic preamp technology.
The company says the large-diaphragm MK 4 digital is suitable for mobile recording tasks requiring
quality sound with the warmth and detail of atrue
condenser microphone.
The MK 4 digital can be used in a home studio, in
a rehearsal space or on the road in mobile recording.
It offers high sound quality for the recording of speech. It is delivered with
a USB cable and a Lightning iOS cable for connecting to iPad, iPhone or iPod
touch as well as a microphone clamp and a pouch.
The microphone can be used with common media production programs
such as Logic Pro X, Final Cut Pro, Adobe Premiere, Pro Tools or Ableton Live
and iOS recording apps such as GarageBand and Apogee MetaRecorder. The
MK 4 digital will become available from summer 2016.
For information, contact Sennheiser in Connecticut at ( 877) 736-6434 or
visit www.sennheiser.com.

woofer. It delivers high frequencies up to 35 kHz.

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

ADVERTISEMENT

Audio-Technica BP40
Large- Diaphragm Dynamic
Broadcast Microphone
Audio-Technica's new BP40 broadcast
vocal microphone offers arich, natural,
condenser-like sound from a largeThe proprietary biamped Class A/B amplifier grants SPL up to 100 dB. The

diaphragm dynamic design. The 40 mm diaphragm features patented

Rokit waveguide is said to ensure detailed imaging in the listening position. The
front-firing bass port reduces boundary coupling to allow flexible positioning in

and optimizes overall diaphragm performance, while the humbucking

floating- edge construction that maximizes diaphragm surface area

the room while the engineered surface reduces diffraction distortion. Multiple
input connections help the ROKIT 4 G3 integrate in various system configura-

voice coil prevents electromagnetic interference ( EMI).

tions. It is available in black, white or silver.

the BP40 delivers clear and articulate reproduction. Optimized capsule

For those with heftier needs, the Rokit 10-3 G3 powered studio monitor offers
professional performance and accuracy for recording, mixing, mastering and
playback. The system provides a 1- inch soft dome tweeter, a4- inch midrange
driver and 10- inch glass-Aramid composite woofer, and delivers high frequencies
up to 30 kHz. The triamped Class A/B amplifier provides SPL up to 110 dB. Again,
multiple input connections are provided. Features include updated voicing for
more punch and control and overall a more balanced sound.
For information, contact KRK Systems at ( 800) 444-2766 or visit www.
krksys.com.

With rugged construction and stylish, waveform- inspired design,
placement helps maintain acommanding vocal presence even at adistance, while the multistage windscreen provides superior internal pop
filtering. See the BP40 review on www.railioworld.coni. U.S. estimated
stree: price $349.

www.audio-technica.com
pro@atus.com •

330-686-2600
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DENON OFFERS TRIAMPLIFIED SPEAKERS
The DN-5065A and
DN-5085A ( shown) are
compact three-way
triamplified speakers
suitable for avariety of
roles. Both models feature studio- grade acoustics, luxurious aesthetics
and innovative proximity controls for flexible

DPA DEFINES IN- EAR HEADSET
DPA's d:fine In- Ear Broadcast Headset Microphone is targeted at radio
and television broadcast hosts and guests who need in- ear monitors to communicate with producers off air or to hear foldback from people interviewed
outside the studio.
The company says that broadcasters have had to contend with two parallel systems, one for the mic and one for in- ear communications. By combining a monitoring component into its d:fine headset design, DPA says it has
created an in- ear monitoring solution with outstanding acoustic performance and feather- light comfort.
DPA says that the d:fine In- Ear Broadcast Headset Microphone is built on
the same capsules and mechanical design that have made DPA's d:fine range
popular. It said care has been taken to ensure that there is no audio leakage
between the in- ear drivers and the microphone capsule, which can be either
omnidirectional or directional.
The unit incorporates two cables — microphone and in- ear — that run
parallel to give atidy look. A spring steel construction at the ear- hook offers
quick mounting around most ears, while the cable coming into the ear hooks
can be lengthened or shortened to suit the user.
DPA has incorporated aminiature MicroDot connector for the microphone
and a mini jack for the in- ear. Adapters are available to fit most professional
wireless beltpacks.
Several combinations are available: single- ear mount/single in- ear driver,
dual- ear mount/single in- ear driver and dual in- ear drivers. Ear- pads in two
sizes are included.
For information, contact DPA in Colorado at ( 303) 485-1025 or visit
www.dpamicrophones.com.

placement options.
The 160 watt
DN-506SA and 220 watt
DN-508SA combine
1- inch silk dome tweeters, a 5- inch woven
Kevlar midrange unit
and either a6- inch or
8- inch woven Kevlar
woofer, each promising
dynamic, wide- range frequency response.
The midrange and tweeter-are mounted co- axially. According to Denon, this
means the sound of the two drivers integrates perfectly, without audibly- distracting time/arrival distortion of widely- spaced drive units.
A concave integrated tweeter waveguide in front of the midrange cone
focuses and directs the treble energy into the listening field for asolid and stable
sonic image.
Three individual high- current Class A/B internal amplifiers provide power to
each of the speaker elements. These amplifiers are tailored to the drivers they
are matched with. Denon says this creates seamless operation and system synergy that is hard to equal using bulky, expensive outboard amplifiers and passive
speakers.
The speakers come with detachable metal grilles framed by a liquid- smoke
metallic trim. When powered, ablue LED assists with placement orientation. The
grilles attach to the baffle board with hidden neodymium magnets for a " fastener-free" appearance.
For information, contact Denon Professional in Rhode Island at (401) 6583131 or visit www.denonpro.com.
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The CAP-DECI, Gorman- Redlich is a standalone CAP-to-EAS converter for use with your
existing emergency alerting equipment. This
cost-effective device allows broadcasters to
easily meet Common Alerting Protocol ( CAP)
compliance requirements mandated by the FCC
without requiring the purchase of an additional
.
,ncoder/decoder
system or other costly

equipment. The CAP- DECI is CAP 1.2 compliant
and requires only one unit of rack space. Trust
the experts with over 35+ years experience in
the emergency alerting industry to help you
meet your broadcasting needs. Visit our website
or contact us today for more info-mation about
the Gorman- Redlich CAP-DECI. We continue to
support equipment we made 35 years ago.

—
CAP.to-EAS Convener Urn

Radio World publishes User Reports on
products in various equipment classes
throughout the year to help potential
buyers understand why colleagues chose
the equipment they did. A User Report
is an unpaid testimonial by auser who
has already purchased the gear. ARadio
World Product Evaluation, by contrast, is
afreelance article by apaid reviewer who
typically receives ademo loaner. Do you
have astory to tell? Write to bmoss@
nbmedia.com.

—

Compatible with any existing EAS encoder/decoder made
by any manufacturer. Will drive multiple EAS units.

—

Five (5) USB and RS232 ports
for peripherals

—

Powerful 1.6GHz dual core processor and 1GB of memory

—

Automatic clock synchronization via NIP servers

-

Built-in text-to-speech conversion functionality

—

Software can be updated via LAN or USB

U.S. radio stations

-

FAST Gigabit network capability with built in firewall for
security

-

Print alert reports to USB or network printer

are Nautel

-

Polling 3URL's currently with room for future expansion

—

Options to print, store or email logs via built-in email server

-

FEMA independent lab affirms CAP 1.2 compliance

-

Nearly limitless storage capacity for logs and audio
messages

—

Printer no longer required for EAS log

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.
www.gorman-redlich.com

257 W. Union Street, Athens, OH 45701
Phone: 740-593-3150

810
nautel.com

customers.

nautei
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M-AUDIO BX6 CARBON/BX8 CARBON
ARE BIAMPLIFIED

ELECTRO VOICE VOICE ANNOUNCES
NEW MIC LINE

M-Audio's two-way BX6 Carbon and BX8 Carbon are biamplified loudspeakers,
designed to deliver precise, detailed sound for critical monitoring and mixdown
requirements, the company says. Both feature studio- grade acoustics and dynamic

Electro Voice has a new group of microphones available for instrument
and voice use in studio or for live applications.

proximity controls for flexible placement options.
The 100 watt BX6 Carbon and 130 watt BX8 Carbon combine 1.25- inch silk dome
tweeters with 6- inch or 8- inch woven Kevlar woofers, respectively.
A three- position proximity control adapts the speaker's bass response for place-

series. The family starts with four vocal and four instrument microphones.
The core of the ND series is a larger capsule built on the N/Dym founda-

The company calls the ND series successors to its long- serving N/Dym

tion. Other features include Memraflex grilles, humbucking coils and internal shockmounting.

ment next to or away from walls, so its sound is clear and well-balanced regardless
of position in the studio.
M- Audio says acustom high-frequency waveguide focuses and directs treble
energy into the listening field, ensuring asolid and stable sonic image while minimizing random acoustic scatter that would
otherwise cause the acoustic image to be
unfocused and indistinct.
Two individual internal amplifiers provide
power to each of the speaker elements. The
company says the amplifiers are tailored to
their matched drivers.
High- current Class A/B amplification provides the speakers with ample headroom
for demanding situations. M-Audio says
that crossover points divide the frequency
spectrum into precise bands so each driver
handles the frequency range where it is most
accurate. A blue LED assists with placement
orientation to achieve the best sound.
For information, contact M- Audio in
Rhode Island at (401) 658-3131 or visit
www.m-audio.com.

The ND76 and ND76S are cardioid vocal mics; the Smodel has an on/off
switch. The ND86 is asupercardioid with increased off- axis rejection while
the ND96 is asupercardioid designed for loud environments.
Electro Voice says of the ND96's high-SPL resistance, " It achieves this
with asupercardioid polar pattern, atailored frequency curve and adistinctive squared- off grille which allows the singer to get as close as possible
to the capsule."
The instrument models are the ND44 clip- on aimed at drums; the ND46
dynamic smvel mic; ND66 small- diaphragm condenser pencil-style mic; and
the ND68 dynamic kick drum mic.
For information, contact Electro Voice in Minnesota at ( 800) 289-0096
or visit ww.N.electrovoice.com.

ADAPT!

Studio
Radio Systems, Inc.
601 Heron Drive
Logan Township, NJ 08085
(856) 467-800o phone
(856) 467-3044 fax
www.studiohub.com

with StudioHub+

Your new console or IP router now comes with native
StudioHub+ connectivity — making it easy to use
the full range of StudioHub+ products.
Use ADAPTERS and powered peripherals
like MATCHjACK format converters
and HEADPHONE amps to connect
seamlessly with CAT- 5pre- made
PATCH CABLES. Plug- and- play
all your analog or digital
gear to every piece
of studio and
rack- room
gear.

BROADCAST EUIPMENT EXCHAN E
Broadcast Engineering Software

sports and remote events, temperature announce, scheduler,
automatic cut editing on import,
and much more. It's FREE. If
you are using version 1.0 or
would like to try DIY- DJ, go to
krwsfm.com, register and down
load your free full version. The
only thing we ask is that you
let us know if and how you are
using the software. Call (406)
679-0527 or email krws@digitaldevelopment.net for a copy
today.

Submit your listings to: minderrieden@nbmedia.com

CONSULTANTS
Without advertising
aterrible thing happens...

L_
for information contact
Michele at 212-378-0400 ext. 523
or mindernedenânhmedia.com

SPEAKERS/AMPS

SAM Pro 2TM, used daily by FCC engineers, performs skywave
and groundwave allocation studies and AM coverage mapping
•Map FM stations and
discover upgrade
possibilities using FCC
minimum separations and
contour-to-contour methods
with FMCommanderTm

www.V-Soft.com
ACOUSTICS

AcousticsFirsV

Mdterlals

Cortrol S, ii

E

'eliFilOLEEP)

COMMUNICATION»
R.F. Communications Software
and Engineering Consulting

TOWERS/CABLES

polar FM antenna, manual. D
Brockman, 606-965-3436.
AUDIO PROCESSING

MISCELLANEOUS

(INCLUDES ON- AIR)

Teletronix LA-2A's,
URE I
LA-3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.

WANT TO SELL

AUTOMATION

TOWER SIGNS: Antenna ID
Products. AM- FM custom&ASR.
PDF product list. antennaid@
msn.com, 610-458-8418, www.
antennaid.com.

EQUIPMENT

CCA
FM8000G
107.9,
50129.9 hrs, like new;
4- Bay Jampro antenna deicers,
gd cond; 4- bay Shively circul

WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.

(800) 743-3684

WANT TO BUY

ANTENNAS/

WANT TO SELL
1934 RCA 77A double ribbon
microphone, originally used
by Arthur Godfrey at WFBR
Baltimore. 100% perfect condition. Contact Bill Cook, 719684-6010.

ROTRON BLOWERS AND
PLATE BLOCKERS, new &
rebuilt for Elconl, Harris, CCA,
CSI, McMartin, Goodrich Ent.
11435 Manderson St, Omaha,
NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email:

charlesgoodrich44@gmail.
corn.
FOR THE BEST PRICE &
24 Hr service on transmitting
tubes & sockets/ports, new &
rebuilt call Goodrich Ent. at 402493-1886 day or night, www.

goodrichenterprises.com.

WANT TO SELL
DIY- DJ Version 2.0 is now
available.
Over 500 copies
of DIY- DJ, a Linux based radio
automation system, have been
distributed and now version 2.0
is available. Voice tracking, join
satellite feeds, do unattended

WANT TO SELL
I'm selling between 150 and
200 cassette tapes that consist of old-time radio shows,
sports shows, some local New
York radio talk shows, etc...
Must take entire collection

-L
L) 1_1\11 2-

Jjj J

_
_r)

Broadcast Equipment Exchange

and the price is negotiable.
Please call me for details and,
my phone number is 925-2845428.
Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com
Free Audio Service for the
visually impaired, disabled
and the elderly is available for
broadcasters,cable access channel; and more, Contact Gerald
360-521-2481 or by email ccaisradio@gmail.com
WYBG 1050, Messina, NY,
now off the air is selling
everything: 8-chnl & (2) 4-chnl
consoles w/mics & access; (4) CD
players; Gates tuner for 1000W
xmtr, studio patch panel; transmitter reader meter; EBS receiver, 250' tower w/building on 4
acres, collection of very old 78's,
12' satellite dish on concreate
base and (3) commercial production aid library music, sound
effects ano copy, complete radio
advertising training course w/
bock, cassettes and CDs, all at
great prices. 315-287-1753 or
315-528-6040.

MCDRDWORLD
ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL
COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY AND THEN SOM

!
Call Michele Inderrieden for all the details at

212-378-0400 ext. 52
minderriedenenbmedia.com

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
www. ranbrock.com

's 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

HEADPHONES/

•Find STL broadcast auxiliary and Part 101 microwave
frequencies and generate PCN letters with Microwave ProTM

BROADCAS1 TECHNICAL CONSULIANTS
Full tiervirc Enm Agneminn to
Operation AM/134
Field Wiwk:Anienna anal
Fat:dint, Design
Over 48 years engineering
anti coneulting experience

MICROPHONES/

•Create stunning " real-world" coverage maps, interference
studies, and population reports with Probe 4TM

GRAHAM BROC,K"

Equipment Exchange
WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,

Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
or ilg821@aol.com.
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.

Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS
WANT TO SELL
Free sample SCA decoder.
417-881-1846.
RECORDING &
PLAYBACK HARDWARE
WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719684-6010.

I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
Standard Short-tune series.
For example newscast, talk
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like
STATIONS
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS,
WANT TO SELL
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I
FM,
"
A", small. Texas. Joint
will pay for copies... Feel free to
venture, cheap! 478-741call me at 925-284-5428 or you
1710 anytime.
can email me at ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
TAX DEDUCTIBLE
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time

EQUIPMENT
Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wisconsin stations. Looking for
Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email: Dan@
WIECradio.org.
The Blast Ministries dba
TheBlast.FM is looking to
buy or receive tax-deductible
donations of unused licenses
for the Player 101 automation system, a donor letter
will be issued for donations,
ColinCruz@TheBlast.FM.
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Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!
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Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

TRANSCOM CORPORATI

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitters
55W
Tri Mode HE
3.5 KW
KW
5KW
5KW
10KW
10 KW
20 KW
25 KW
30 KW
35 KW

2000
2006
2000
1999
1995
1992
2001
2002
2002
1982
1988
1991

Harris DIGIT CD
Harris Digital Z6HD, solid-state
Harris Z3.5CD, solid-state
Harris Z5CD, solid state
Harris HT5CD
BE FM5B
Harris Z10CD, solid-state
Harris Z10CD, solid-state
Harris ZD20CD, solid-state
Harris FM25K with DIGIT
Harris FM3OK•Special Sale Price'
BE FM35B

1998
2001

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

Nautel ND10, solid-state
Nautel XL12, solid-state

Exciters & Miscellaneous Eauiument
Exciters-> DIGIT, CE802B, BE FX50
Bird Model 8932, 10 kW air-cooled RF Load
Harris N + 1Controller
Used TV Transmitters DTV & ATV
• • FLO TV Transmitlers• '
• ' Rohde & Schwarz "Harris Maxiva

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

Conti/weal elsebon4e3

HARRIS

Used AM Transmitters
10 KW
10 kW

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

Please visit our website,
www.fmamtv.com, for additional listings.
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crown BrCRIDCRST
New TV Transmitters- oTv & An/
OMB, Rohde & Schwarz and
Technalogix

Broadcast lialpacaat Exchange
"SEE .,

••1KW Soecial w/4 channel encoder'
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

he habit
ng your used
equipment here!
Contact trIletele for details at

E-mail. transcom@fmamtv.com

TING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QJOTE!

212-375-4450 oun 523 •

takidenteskaillhabasedie.own

EMPILOYINIFNY
www.amgroundsystems.com
866-22RADIO

EÉ3
212-378-0400
ext. 523

POSITIONS WANTED
Are you a small market station needing a good nuts &
bolts engineer in the Los Angeles area? Iwill make your
station shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed. Avai able for Full/Parttime/Contract work. Available immediately . Mitchell Rakoff,
909-446-6820, mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.
Experiened radio station manager seeks new management
opportunity. More than 39 years experience in radio. Willing to
relocate. Family-friendly format(s) preferred. 'iend details about
your management opening to: radiogm@hotrtail.com.
Extremely knowledgeable and articulate racing writer/talk
show host Adam Amick is available for shows, correspondent,
features, etc. Check out www.bleacherrepon.com for samples.
Call 214-384-5812 or email: adam@rubbinsrzcingshow.com.
Personality and skills to meet any need a station may
encounter: digital production, copywriting, delivery, news, programming and board operations, and social media management.
Tim, ttrivette24@gmail.com or 423-991-5240.

44%

o

ISO 9001 Ce -tified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes
NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX + 1-215-938-73E1

"1 TUN1N

TUBES

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

Bilingual broadcaster with great enthusiastic voice, strong
communication capacities, promotion, copywriting, production,
social media skill'., prepared and ready for the radio industry.
Kevin, 214-449-7402 or sanchezkevin2009@yahoo.com.
Creative copywriter, freelance voice talent, with energetic
delivery. Assistant Music Director abilities, vast genres/formats.
Topical, relatable, current content and prep. Donna, 682-4728362 cr sundaemila@gmail.com.
Informed, well-spoken, good storyteller. Sports/On-air/
Producion. Punctual, quality content, knowledge of history/
pop-curture. Confidence, willingness to work hard, humble, ready
to learti/develop. Justin, 940-783-5171 or jsdub80@yahoo.com.
Poised with strategic communication skills. Charismatic,
listener focused, with strong On-air/Production/Copy talents,
among other related opportunities. Goes above and beyond
expectdtions. Shalonda, 214-235-3353 or shaywaggs@gmail.
com.

Worldwide Availability
Made in U.E.A.
CALL (800) 414-8823
Int'l (650) 846 - 2800
Fax (650) 846-3795
Visit our Web Site at
www.cpii.comieimac
=
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Class Warfare in the Senior Band
Consider AM remedies, but not at others' expense

BY ROBERT MEUSER
There have been numerous comments
filed with the Federal Communications
Committee regarding improvements to
the AM radio service. There are many
and often opposing points of view;
however some of them could actually
be harmonized.
There are Class D stations that would
like full-time operation at areasonable
power level. A number of these have had
listeners file comments on their behalf
supporting extended operation as well.
The usual reason involves the broadcast
of sports and local political events along
with various weather alerts. On its face,
that would sound like acompelling reason to expand the service of these stations, but in reality only some stations
have the resources (or even the desire)
to provide such programming. Other
stations will just continue with satellite
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or brokered programing.
Regardless of intent, these stations
need to be considered for aremedy, but
not at the expense of other broadcasters.
BACKGROUND
Before we go further, let's look at the
history of Class D stations.
The initial stations built in the 1940s
and early '50s were usually on regional
channels. Quite often, they were built to
either avoid building a DA or because
reasonable land was unavailable in a
location that would allow the station to
provide coverage of their market and
protection of co-channel stations.
Initially many of these stations had
decent pre-sunrise authorizations so
they could sign on at 6 a.m. all year,
obviously a better situation than what
now exists.
Later, many of those stations added
FM service, initially as a simulcast
of the AM. Still later, as FM became
dominant, many of those FMs were
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How can AM radio get its groove back?
sold off separately and moved closer to
more profitable markets, thus orphaning
the AM. Some of those orphaned AMs
ultimately were taken dark only to be
resurrected by anew owner, often at a
fire-sale price.
Certain stations in this group have
been very vocal about expanding service without understanding that their
plight has nothing to do with whatever
happens to the Class A stations. They
protect the groundwave of co-channel
Class B stations, which in some cases
have their main DA lobe pointed almost
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directly at them.
Skywave is just apart of propagation
that can't be revoked and it would be
confiscatory to merely operate during
darkness and therefore further eroding
the groundwave coverage of co-channel
stations that can already be greater than
5mV/m at night. We cannot repeal physics, nor should we take from the population of one or more markets of 200,000
to 300,000 folk just to serve 1,000 or
2,000 people elsewhere.
Looking at afew of these cases, some
stations in this group could probably run
about 25 kW DA-1day and night. The
problem is that the market is too small
to support the construction of such a
facility. Two solutions are possible: an
FM translator (more on that later), or
flash cutting the existing facility to the
expanded band. As it appears that more
and more translators are going to be
quite expensive, the latter solution might
be more practical.
The second kind of Class D stations
came on air beginning in the late '50s
and early '60s. Many were on what was
then Class 1B "semi" clear channels.
Often they were located within the 0.5
millivolt skywave contour of the 1B
(continued on page 30)
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(continued from page 29)
station and therefore had no chance of getting amicro
night power when it became possible much later. In
addition to the possibility of buying atranslator, they
should be first in line to cut over to an expanded-band
channel.
Any station operating above 800 kHz would have an
acceptable existing facility to cut over. Below 800 kHz
— aproposal that the commission to date has brushed
aside — stations could operate on 530 kHz. There is a
grey zone between 800 and 850 where stations could
move either way. Those are practical technical limits
and not something to be codified. Ex-band stations
would operate with 1,000 watts and stations on 530
with 250 watts EIRP day, 250 watts night and could be
spaced about 200 miles apart. The frequency 530 kHz
is included in NARBA and in commercial use in neighboring countries, so there is no legal obstacle to its use.
The third kind of Class D station include those that
at some point chose to eliminate night facilities for
economic reasons or to skirt FCC coverage requirements at the time. Many could provide their own relief
by restoring their previously authorized night facilities
should they find it economically viable.
Class C stations have enjoyed full-time operation
for many decades; however, the Class C channels have
always been notorious for high levels of nighttime
interference. This is apreview of what the entire band
will become if the commission adopts some of current
proposals.
Some licensees of these facilities feel they should
get apower increase, while others point out an increase
will just raise the mutual interference levels. There
are also international implications for at least some
stations.
Some of the problems of concern to Class B stations
have been addressed in the first report and order, while
others can be addressed over time as hopefully the
band clears somewhat.
A threat to Class B stations is the proposal to reduce
protection to 2mV/m. Most Class B stations have had
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viable daytime operations for a long time, and some
former Class III stations on regional channels have
long ago boosted at least daytime power to 50 kW. The
problem is nighttime operation when stations already
have higher night limits. NIFs above 5mV/m is already
pretty common. The solution to nighttime coverage
improvement requires fewer stations on air in many
cases.
CLASS WARFARE
The Class A controversy is over 85 years old and has
been aform of class warfare the entire time: the big
guy vs. the small-town family business.
What has changed over that time is that, when AM
radio was the only mass electronic media, it was necessary to have afair distribution of resources. Since that
time numerous other means of reaching the public have
evolved, and it is now more practical to think in terms
of better leveraging the ability of medium waves to
cover wide areas efficiently.
A number of commenters suggested that the daytime power of Class A stations be allowed at the internationally agreed limit of 100 kW. That is at least a
small step in combatting rising noise levels. Eventually
at some future international conference, that 100 kW
limit might be removed. Many things have changed
since the limit was put in place in the ' 80s.
There has obviously been vigorous discussion over
skywave protection for Class A stations. In general,
the discussion splits into three camps: those who wish
to maintain the status quo; those who have offered
hard pragmatic technical data supporting reasons why
it should not be protected; and those who don't fully
understand the issues involved and have amisdirected
self-interest.
Another factor involving skywave is that it still
exists.
The station that receives the skywave interference
will have extremely high NIFs, making their service
area extremely small, and depending on distance, have
well below Class B minimum power. In other words,
no improvement to AM, only more interference. An
interesting aside to the discussion is that just as some

Class D stations justify extended coverage in supporting local school sporting events, a number of major
professional sports teams have filed in support of protecting Class A skywave coverage as those teams have
numerous fans that rely on that coverage.
The Class A discussion has often been linked to the
noise floor. The SBE filed well-crafted but stern comments regarding the FCC's inaction in enforcing existing Part 15 and 18 regulations. Many comments filed
state, quite factually, that the noise floor is universally
impairing AM coverage. In reality, while it may be
bad in many places, it is not so everywhere, especially
in sparsely populated areas where secondary and skywave coverage may be the only available signals.
The SBE comments, if actually heeded by the commission, have the potential to create alot of blowback
from the parties affected by enforcement and may be
better addressed by adirective from Congress.
The FM translator issue, though partially settled,
still has drawn numerous comments. There are those
who believe putting a signal on FM is not AM revitalization and have opposed the concept from the
beginning of the proceeding. More recently, some
commenters have pointed out that since translators are
unprotected, they can potentially be risky. There have
been suggestions that stations that license translators
that provide satisfactory coverage compared to the AM
be given protection in exchange for the surrender of
the AM license. They argue that that would provide a
greater degree of AM improvement.
Broadcasting is a business like any other, and the
business people involved have the right to protect and,
where possible, grow their business. Small businesses
would be given the equivalent of a land grant in the
form of being able to move to anew frequency while
medium and large businesses should not be subject
to the equivalent of confiscation. Some of those businesses will either fail or find amore effective business
model, while others will want to expand. Under our
system, all the above should be possible.
The author is chief technical officer for design engineering company Engineaux.
Comment to radioworldenbmedia.com.
Ills liming is pros ided for die convenience of our readers.
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absolutely no fuss. It literally becomes apart of your routine.
For VoxPro 6, we're adding new features to let you enhance your productions.
For instance, you can now, at the push of abutton, simultaneously record audio
while editing/playing back other audio. There's aGap- Buster function that
automatically removes silence. Detach the Hot Keys panel and hide the Editor
and File lists to reduce on-screen clutter.
WheatNet-IP routing and playback tallies (with warning flash) let you control
your network. And there's foreign language Unicode label support, color-coded
Markers, and plenty of user interface streamlining. There's so much more.
For the whole story, check us out at voxpro.wheatstone.com
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